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INTRODUCTION

P.I Mautner has shown in his paper
(l} that ii' an unitary representation
$—> XJ(%) of a locally compact group
Or , which is the union of enumerable

compact sets, decomposes into JjC^,-t)
by his direct integral, there^exists
a choice of representations TJ C$, t)
for the equivalence classes of opera-
tor-valued functions U(%* ) with
the following property: There exists
for almost every -fc a strongly conti-
nuous unitary representation Vt($)
with representation space ~&}t and
a subset Nt ° f Gr °± right inva-
riant Haar rαeasure^zero such that <?

1 Nt implies V (<},*) * Vt (J).
Recently he states in his C5"3 that if
fa is a connected Lie group, ί)(}Λ)
are unitary representations exactly*

The aim of the present paper is
to show that his hypothesis can be
altered by the separably local com-
pactness.

This result will be obtained by
combining Mautner's work with a few
modifications. The result will give
us a little convenience. Although I
have recently found that the result
was obtained already by R Oodement in
[4], his method is slightly different
from ours

PROPOSITION. Let G~ be a sepa-
rable locally compact group. Let U
be a strongly continuous unitary re-
presentation of Gj- on £g . Suppose

Z) =̂  jφ "β̂ t *
s a
 Mautner β direct

integral such that every U ($) de-
composes, say into [J(},t) . Then
there exists a choice of representa-
tions TJ'^.t) f °

r t n β
 equivalence

classes of operator valued functions

XJ(<},t) with the following pro-
perty: The representations XJ

I(<
1. "̂ )

for almost all "t are strongly con-
tinuous unitary representations of

Gr
To prove this proposition, we shall

use the following Lemmas.

LEMMA 1. (Mautner ClJ ) Let Q- ,
V<i) , and •% * ί

φ
^ t be as

above, then there exists a choice of

representations UίJ, -t) for the
equivalence classes of operator-
valued functions U ($, t) with the
following property: There exists

for almost every "t a strongly con-
tinuous unitary representation Vt($)
with representation space ^ t and
a subset Mt of Gr of right inva-
riant Haar measure zero such that
<j.e N t implies V (%t) » Λί

t
(%)

LEMMA 2. (Mackey C2} ) Let Y
be a measure space and let be a Borel
measure in a separable locally com-
pact metric space "Jrft. . Let f be
a complex valued function defined on
7Π )( Y which for each fixed ~ψ in
y is continuous on γfl and for each
fixed r in γyt is measurable on V .
Then f is a measurable on the pro-
duct space Ύϊl x Y

PROOF OP PROPOSITION. Let us show
that unitary representations V-t(f)
in Lemma 1 satisfy the property of
Proposition.

Mautner proved the following in
his paper Cl] : Operators F
decompose into

PΓ(t) =

for all f C L, CGr)

(We mean by
measure.)

right-invariant Haar

By changing the values on a set of
) -measure zero, we can suppose

V"tίf ) defines on the whole real
line and the above equality is satis-
fied for all "t . (for example, chan-
ging \/

t
($) into identity represen-

tation on a set of 5tt) -measure
zero.)

Let "X , ^ be arbitrary elements
of -fy and xct) , ^Ct) their
components in •f

e
^

t

Fΰt)χCt),

is Sit) -measurable for all f 6 L
t
 CQ-)

Let- f^ be sequence of continuous
functions such that bounded measures

fn
f
$) <̂ S converge

 M
etroitement

w
 to

point measure £^
#
 ( ί$

Λ

<
$o') = 1 ) ,

then for each fixed t ,
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since <\Zt(j)xttλ 9tt>> is
 a
 conti-

nuous bounded Γunction on Qc

Hence for each f ixed £, <l/t(§)*(*>, 9 it; >
is 5Cf) -measurable. On the other
hand, < Vtφxct), >Ct) > is clearly
continuous on Gr for each Γixed t

By Lemma 2 we obtain the measura-
bility or < Vt ($> * <-t;, <*(-t>> on & x £
Since we can suppose that Vtί^ )
defines unitary representations on
the whole real line, we have II Ve C€>ll —
ί'or all -t Hence there exist uni-
tary operators

V(p

Let x , "j again be arbitrary
elements oΓ £^ ana χct) , y.Ct)
their components in is)t > then

Hence < V($)X, ̂  > is measurable
on Gr

 f
 mid 3.—ϊ V($) is clearly

algebraic homomorphism. Therefore
(j _̂  \/<*|) is a measurable unitary

representation. From the well-known
fact <j. —^ V^J) is strongly conti-
nuous unitary representation.

We now show that
decomposes into

for all fβ L, (Or) •

To prove this, it is suificient
to show that

<F x, ̂  > - f <" Fit; xίt?,

where X Ct) and
ponents oΓ X and

are com-
respectively.

άslt)

•fey α/ί f €

and so

Uoft all

By the continuity of $
and 5 —» V($ ) , then we can con-
clude y (̂ ")-\/̂  Q very where

thisPut Vfc ι'fr> for Xj'($,
completes the proof.

COROLLARY. (Bochner) Let
be a continuous positive definite
function on Q- . Then there exists
a system of elementary positive defi-
nite functions f t ($) such that

where S ("t? is a suitable real va-
lued non decreasing rightsemi conti-
nuous functions.

(*) Received Sept. 50, 1952.
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Hence

and TΓ « J*ff})

^ p =,
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